
Final Exam: Statistical Packages, STAT 1301 / 2300, Fall 2014

This is a take-home exam. It is to be completed in your own time and electronically uploaded
to Courseweb no later than midnight, Friday, December 5.

Data files can be downloaded from the course webpage. Use SAS for Part I, and R for Part II.
Report necessary SAS statements and R commands, attach appropriate graphics and report your
analysis.

You are reminded that the honor code is in force during the exam. You are not allowed to
consult with each other, or with any outside person, in any way at all. You are allowed to ask me
questions in person or by email.

Part I: SAS

The Auto MPG Data Set can be found at U.C. Irvine Machine Learning Repository at
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Auto+MPG (or simply google “Auto MPG Data Set”).
Read the data set information and download the data file auto-mpg.data.

1. Use SAS to read this dataset. We will only use the first six variables (from mpg to acc.).

2. Inspect the data by plotting a scatterplot matrix.

3. Fit a regression model for prediction of ‘mpg’ by the other five variables. Report the variation
inflation factors and explain.

4. Fit various regression models for prediction of ‘mpg’, and suggest your final model.

• Report all of appropriate SAS programs used in obtaining your final model, but only
include the outputs from the final model fit and diagnostic plot.

• Discuss any issues (e.g., potential outliers and need for transformation) you have iden-
tified in the analysis, and explain how you have handled those.

Part II: R

1. The dataset sleep (obtained by typing data(sleep) in R) is a data frame with 20 observations
on 3 variables. Type help(sleep), and carefully read the description of the dataset. We wish
to test whether the effects of two drugs are different.

(a) Use a t-test. Comment on the assumptions of the t-test. (Provide supporting graphics
if needed.)

(b) Use a nonparametric test.

2. Read the data contained in college.txt into R.

(a) Check that you have read 260 colleges and 11 variables (including the school name).

(b) The variable Alumni.giving contains the percentage of alumni from the college who make
financial contributions. Report



i. The number of schools with more than 50% of alumni giving percentages,

ii. The number of schools with missing information, and

iii. Identify the names of the schools with unusually large giving percentages (Note:
Inspect the distribution to determine how large is unusually large).

3. Use the data you have read in the previous problem (college.txt). The variable Full.time
contains the percentage of faculty who are hired full-time. We focus on the comparison of
the full-time faculty percentages between the four tiers of colleges (variable Tier).

(a) Construct parallel boxplots to compare the distributions of Full.time within each level
of Tier.

(b) Use tapply function to compute the means and standard deviations of Full.time within
each level of Tier.

(c) Test whether the standard deviations are equal.

(d) Use a one-way ANOVA model to test whether the full-time percentages are different for
different tiers.

(e) If there is any evidence that full-time percentages differ by tiers, perform ad-hoc pairwise
comparisons and report the result.

4. The data contained in hypertension.dat will be used to address differences in mean blood
pressure for the different levels of the treatments. We will reproduce the analysis in Chapter
4 of the SAS textbook, using R.

(a) Read hypertension.dat into R, and create a data-frame consisting of 72 observations and
four variables. Use the name hypertension for the data frame. Name the variables and
their levels as shown in Table 4.1 of SAS textbook (p. 86). Report your code and results
of commands str(hypertension} and head(hypertension).

(b) Produce the side-by-side boxplots as shown in p.91.

(c) Test whether the three main effects are significant.

5. What is the smallest number for n?

The comparison of primary interest of this study is difference in the measurement of signal
strength in case group and control group. We expect to have sample size of n, half of them
in case group and the other half in control group. Based on two-sided t-test, if the true effect
size (the mean difference divided by the common standard deviation) is greater than 0.6, we
will be able to detect the difference with 90% power at a significance level of 0.05 with given
sample size.

6. The sign test can be used to test the hypothesis that the location (median m) of a distribution
is zero, with making very few assumptions. To test the null hypothesis H0 : m = 0 versus the
alternative H1 : m < 0 based on a sample x1, . . . , xn, compute w, the number of observations
that are greater than 0. The p-value for the test is computed as P (W ≤ w), where W follows
the binomial distribution W ∼ b(n, 0.5).

(a) Write an R function (named sign.test.pvalue) that performs the sign test. The input
argument of the function is a vector. The function returns the p-value of the sign test.

(b) Is the sign test appropriate for the sleep data in Problem 1, Part II? If so, apply your
function and report the p-value.



(c) The function you have written in part (a) can be applied to test other sets of hypotheses.
Explain how you would test

i. H0 : m = 0 vs H1 : m > 0.

ii. H0 : m = µ vs H1 : m < µ, for any fixed µ.

[You may do this by modifying the function, or by transforming the input vector.]

(d) The dataset airquality (obtained by typing data(airquality) in R) contains the vari-
able Ozone. Using your arguments in part (c), test whether the median of Ozone is
42.13. [Note: You need to choose a one-sided alternative. Handle missing values by
simply ignoring or removing those.]


